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The problem underlying this work is to test for subellipticity a formally 
exact complex of differential operators over an open subset of [Wn. By combining 
results of Guillemin [I] and Rockland [2], Boutet de Monvel [3], and the author 
[4], it can be seen that under generic hypotheses, assuming the nondegeneracy 
of the Levi form, this problem reduces to that of testing certain PoincarC com- 
plexes, which we shall soon describe. Our main result (Proposition 3.1) gives 
a necessary condition in order that such a PoincarC complex be subelliptic; 
also given here (Proposition 4.2) is a class of examples where the condition of 
Proposition 3.1 can he completely analyzed. 
To describe the type of PoincarC complex to be considered here we denote the 
coordinate in Iw’” by (x, t), where x E I& and t E KY-u, and let 
where ej = fl, and D, = - ~‘-1 a/St. Let E denote the trivial bundle 
over (w” with fiber Co, and let Xl ,..., XQ be the sections corresponding to the 
standard basis in U?. Let N, : Nj(x, t, Dt), 1 < j < 4, denote nilpotent L x L 
matrices such that T$+ Ni commute modulo smoothing operators. Set Ei = 
A”E @ CL and define D: Ei -+ Ei i1 by 
Du = i Xk A (qJ + N&L. (0.2) 
k-l 
Then the sequence of mappings 
O-+EQ,E’--Q+ ...-D,~~40 (0.3) 
is a complex whose characteristic variety consists of all cotangent vectors 
(x, f, 5, 7) with ,X = 5 = 0. The underlying problem considered here is to 
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determine whether or not this complex is subelliptic at a characteristic covector 
5 = (0, t, , 0, TO); that is, whether or not an estimate of the form 
holds for some 0 < Y < 4. and some first-order pseudodifferential operator R 
which has order 0 on a conic neighborhood of 5. 
We note that the nondegeneracy of the Levi form is necessary in order to put 
a more general complex into the form just described; in fact, (cf. Boutet de 
Monvel [3] and Sato et al. [II]) ‘t 1 is this condition which allows the diagonal 
part Do of the complex to be put into the form D,u = C X” A vlCu, where rlk 
is as in (0.1). We also note that the diagonal part of (0.3), formed by the operators 
D,u = x Xh A QU, is known to be subelliptic with Y = 4 except at the position 
E”, wherep is the number of - l’s among the E~‘s. Thus our problem is to deter- 
mine the effect of the N3’s on subellipticity. 
Mainly for simplicity we shall state and prove our theorems only in the case 
where all l j’s are 1; we leave it to the reader to modify the arguments to treat 
the case of general E~‘s. We shall also work only at characteristic covectors 
5 = (0, to, 0, TO), where to = 0. 
In [4] we established that a complex like (0.3) is subelliptic or order Y at Ei 
and at 5 := (0, 0, 0, 7”) if and only if whenever a distribution section u of Ei 
has u EL, and Du EL, at 5, then u = Dv + h, where v and h are in the Sobolev 
space H, at 5. As suggested by the content of Section 6 in [3], we restrict this 
condition to certain Hermite distributions, thereby obtaining a test complex 
0 ---f $(E”) + g(F) + $(E2) --t ... (0.4) 
of sheaves over the characteristic variety; with additional restriction on ranks 
this reduces to a complex 
0 -+ a(H”) _s, g(P) d+ J(H”) ----f . . . . (0.5) 
where the Hi’s are vector bundles over the characteristic variety, a(Hi) denotes 
the space of rapidly decreasing sequences on N” with values in Hi, and 6 is 
similar. Letting /(Hi) d enote the space of u = (Us} E e(Hi) with U, = 0 for 
j ai / sufficiently large, we obtain a subcomplex 
0 --/(HO) -+H’) “+/i(H”) - . . . . (0.6) 
In Section 3 we show that if (0.3) is r-subelliptic for any 0 < Y -<, f at Ei, then 
/(Hi-‘) -“, j(W) -“, j(Hi+l) 
is exact. This requirement appears to be weaker than the exactness of (0.5) 
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at d(Hi); we believe that the two conditions are equivalent. We note that the 
exactness of 
e*(Hi-‘) -% t&Hi) -L &(Hi+‘) 
is equivalent to certain test estimates introduced by Hijrmander [12] and analyzed 
in the case of simple characteristics. 
In Section 4 we compute the homology of (0.6) for certain complexes, thus 
obtaining a class of examples of complexes (0.3) which fail to be subelliptic of 
any order r at certain positions. Included, via the correspondance given in 
Section 10 of [Sj, is the example given by the author in [6]. The examples given 
recently by Majda [7] seem to be of a different character, corresponding to the 
case where the Levi form vanishes on an open set. 
For a specific example treated here, let N, , 1 < j < 3, denote the 4 x 4 
matrix of operators on Iw5 3 (x1 , x2 , ~a, x4, t) which is 0 except for 1 Dt 1 
in the jth row and fourth column. Let NJ = 0. The complex (0.3) then extends 
form E” to E4. This complex fails to be subelliptic at E”, E2, and Es. On the other 
hand we prove (Proposition 4.2) that it is $-subelliptic at El. 
1. TEST DISTRIBUTIONS 
Let Z be the cone in T*([W”) defined by x = 5 = 0, and let 50 = (0, 0, 0, 9). 
Recall that two distributions u and z, have the same germ at 5 if WF(u - a) 
does not contain 5. Write y(u) for the germ of u at co and write u N 2: if y(u) = 
744. 
Our aim is to test for subellipticity using certain classes of germs at lo; 
namely, define Y’m = Yyo to consist of all germs y(u) of distributions of the form 
u(x, t) = / eitw’ a(x, 1, T) d7, (1.1) 
where a(x, f, 7) is a Cm function such that x M u(x(] T ;)i/e, t, T) is a rapidly 
decreasing function with values in $i~~/2+3~/4 (Z) and where integration should 
be understood in the sense of oscillatory integrals. Recall that S&,,(Z) consists 
of all symbols b E 5?(E) in the variables (t, T) which have asymptotic expansions 
b(t, T) w bO(t, T) + bl(t, T) + “‘) where b’: is positively homogeneous in 7 
of degree s - k/2. Note that the amplitude a occurring in (1 .l) belongs to the 
class Z++n/2+-3Q/4(X, 2) of Boutet de Monvel (cf. [3]) so that u has an expansion 
in certain distributions formed from the Hermite functions h,(x) = (const.) x 
(8/2x - -r)” exp(-1 x 12/2) on [w”. 
PROPOSITION 1 .I (Boutet de Monvel [3]). The gem y(u) beZongs to Yrn ;f 
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and only if there is a rapidly decreasing sequence {a,(r)} in ~&~“+~‘*(Z) such that 
each a, wanishes when / T / < 1 and such that 
u(x, t) - F 1 eit T h,(x( ( 7 i)lj2) a,(T) d7, (1.2) 
where the series converges in the weak distribution sense. 
Proof. Assume that Y(U) E 9~~ and let u have a representation of the form 
(1.1). We may assume that a(x, t, T) has compact support in the variables (x, t) 
so that 
u(x, t) = 1 eit.rb(x, T) dr, (1.3) 
where o(x, T) = sj ei(o-T)‘ta(x, t, u) da dt. One can check that x H b(x/([ T [)lj2, T) 
is rapidly decreasing with values in SP’-n/2f3~/*(Z), and thus we have 
b(x I( I T l)1’z, T) = 1 h,(x) a,(r) 
% 7) = C h&t T I)““) aa( 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
where {a=} is rapidly decreasing and the convergence in (1.4) takes place in the 
sense of rapidly decreasing S-“-nj2+3q/4(Z) valued functions. Note that in (1.3) 
if b(x, 7) has compact support in the variable T, then II is Cm. Since we are inter- 
ested only in germs at co, we may thus assume that b(x, T) = 0 when / T 1 < I. 
It follows that each a,(T) = 0 when 1 T 1 < 1. 
By sybstituting (1.5) into (1.3) we now obtain 
u(x, t) = / eit.T 1 h,(x( / T 1)lj2) a,(T) d7. (1.6) 
If rN(x, T) = &lahi h,(x) a,(T) and if R,(x, t) = Jeit’rr’r,(x(j T /)lj2, T) dT, then 
for any y E Com(Rn) we have 
< sup{1 Yj&, 7) [ (1 + ! 7 I)-“} l/ 1 ‘j+, T) 1 (1 + 1 7 I)” dT dx, 
Z,T 
where s = -m - n/2 + 3q/4. Since the first factor has the form p(rN), where 
p is a seminorm for rapidly decreasing P(Z)-valued functions, we infer that 
R, + 0 weakly, and (1.2) follows from (I .6). Since the arguments leading to 
(1.2) are reversible, the proof is complete. 
Let ET,+ denote the space of all tempered distributions whose partial Fourier 
transforms 6(x, T) satisfy 
I/j 2, :‘I; = j+ / v(x, ~)l”(l + ’ T 12)’ dx dT < m. 
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PROPOSITION 1.2. Let {a,(~)} b e a rapidly decreasing sequence in S;l~sn/2+“3J4(Z) 
and assume that each a,( 7) vanishes when 1 T 1 < 1. Define 
u&x, t) = j eif’7h,(x(l T 1)112) a,(T) d7. 
Then for each s < m the series u = C U, converges absolutely in H,#. On the other 
hand, if u E H,# for some s > m, then then principal symbol of each a, must vanish. 
Proof. We have 
:j, u. 111: = jj I h,(x(~ T I)‘/“) a,(T)i’(l + / T 1’)’ dx dT 
= jj 1 h,(x) a,(T)i2(1 + 7 1’)’ / 7 I-lri2 dx dT 
= 
s 
1 a,(T)12(1 + 1 T 1’)’ j T I-a/2 dT. 
Since {a,} is rapidly decreasing, there is a constant C such that [ U,(T)1 < 
C(l -+- j 7 l))mPn/2+3q/4(~1~2 “’ c$” for all 01 and all 7. Also j 7 1-*12 < 
($(l -f / 7 j2)))~/4 for all I 7 1 > 1, and hence !I! u jljs is bounded by 
c 1 j (1 + 1 ,- i2),--n/4--nt-3q/4 df'2/(,xl~2 . .'. . 42 
< c 1 j (1 + 1 T j2)~--m--(n--q)/2 dT/1’2/(a,a2 . ... . 4”. 
Since the integral exists when s < m, it follows that x u, converges absolutely 
in HS# for these values of s. 
Now suppose, on the other hand, that u = 1 u, belongs to H,# for some 
s > m. From the formula U,(T) = I 7 ial s zi(x, T) h,(x(l 7 1)1/2) dT one computes 
that 
We may assume that s - i < m so that if a,‘(T) is the principal symbol of 
a,(T), then 
f 
/ U,(T) - U,“(T)l”(l + j 7 12)r-q/4 d7- 
ITlbl 
and hence 
s a”(+“(1  I 7 I’),-“4 dT /7,~1
are finite. Since a0 is homogeneous of degree -m - n/2 + 3q/4, this can happen 
only if a’-’ vanishes identically. 
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It will be useful later on to know how to express differentiations in terms of 
the representation (I .2) for germs in Fwb. If aj = Dkxi - ixj 1 D, 1, then from the 
definition of the Hermite functions one computes from 
u(x, t) = 1 !” eit’Tha(x(l T 1)lj2) U,(T) dr (1.7) 
that v = aju has an expansion 
v(x, t) = 1 1 eif’Th,(x(i T 1)lj2) ~~(7) dT, W3) 
where 
Ca(T) = --i(2oij + 2)lj2(j 7 /)1’2aa+1,(T) (1.9) 
and lj denotes the multi-index with “1” in the jth place and “0” elsewhere. 
Thus via the representation of Proposition 1.1 the operator 6, goes over into 
the mapping {a,} F+ {c,} given by (1.9). We shall denote this mapping also by 
C$ . Similarly, the operator S-? = D,, -1 Lvj ! D, 1 goes over into the map of 
rapidly decreasing sequences defined by 
(S-jU), = -i(2Ej)1’2(l T j)1/2ad-lj if olj>O 
X0 if f+ = 0, 
PROPOSITION 1.3 (Boutet de Monvel [3]). Let P be a classical pseudo- 
d$&ntial operator of order k whose symbol p has an asymptotic expansion 
p-p0 + P1 + .I’, wherepj ispositively homogeneous of degree k - j. If y(u) E PL, 
then y(Pu) E Frnp”‘; moreover, if u has the representation (1.7), then v = Pu has 
the representation (I .8), where c N co + 19 + ... and where co = {cao) and 
cl = {coL1} are determined by 
C”(T) = p”(O, 0, 0, T) aa( 
C’(T) = pO(0, 0, 0, T) C?‘(T) 
+gzg, 0, 0, 0, T)& -C Smj) a”(T) 
-$'-1x $$ (0, 0, 0, T)(Sj - S&j) a"(7)iI T I]. 
Proof. The proposition follows from (5.12)-(5.14) in [3]; we prefer to indi- 
cate the proof briefly. If 
u,(x, t) = s cit.’ h,(x(llT !)‘I”) a,(~) d7, 
then P(x u,) = C P(qJ and 
Pu,(x, t) = 1 eit.T a(x, t, T) d7, 
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where 
a(x, t, T) = 1 @.Ep(x, t, 6, T) h&$/(1 7 lp2) d@,(T) 1 7 j--9/2. 
To prove the proposition one first checks that the amplitude a(x, t, 7) is in the 
class 2 +-n/2-3*/4(X, Z); by making a Taylor expansion of p(x, t, [, T) and 
integrating by parts one then obtains the required expansion. 
COROLLARY. Assume that y(u) E PI and let {a,} be determined by (1.2). 
Then u is in the Sobolev space H, at to for each s < m; but $ u E H, at co for 
some s 2 m, then the principal symbol of each a, must vanish. 
Proof. Since u belongs to H, at lo if and only if u belongs to H,# at 50, 
it follows from Proposition 1.2 that u E H, at lo whenever y(u) E Ym for some 
m :> s. 
On the other hand, if u E H,? at &, then for some symbol p(~, t, 5, r) which 
is homogeneous of degree 0 in [ and T and which is identically 1 on a conic 
neighborhood of lo we have w = p(x, t, D, , DJ u E H,#. Now if u E Fm 
for some m < s, then w E FmL, and it follows from Proposition 1.2 that the 
principal symbols of w must vanish. But in view of Proposition 1.3 this means 
that the principal symbols of each 6, must vanish on a conic neighborhood of TO. 
Our main application of Proposition 1.3 will be to the operator D occurring 
in (0.2). In this case the formulas become 
C”(T) = NO(O,O, T) d(T), 
where V~(X, f, T) is the operator c xj A Vjo(x, t, T), and 
C’(T) -= iv’(o, 0, T) d(T) 
We shall frequently abbreviate N”(O, 0, T) by No, and we shall write 6 for the 
operator acting on a0 in the formula for cl. Thus the formulas become 
CO = &TioaO 2 I 
cl = Lvw + Sal + Sa”. 
(1.10) 
We shall write d(F) for the space of rapidly decreasing sequences in 9 dimen- 
sions taking values in the fiber of E’. We denote by 59” = $F(E) the sheaf 
of germs of functions a(T), positively homogeneous of degree -m - n/2 f 3q/4, 
taking values in j(Ei). Thus in (1.10) if a0 E $9 and a* E %+-I lj2, then co E F-1 
and Cl E f@c1:2 
According to Proposition 1.1 the sheaf F” is isomorphic to a sheaf of germs 
of rapidly decreasing sequences {a,(T)}, where each U,(T) is a classical symbol. 
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If U,(T) has the asymptotic expansion U,(T) N a,“(~) + Us’ + .., then the 
sequences a0 = {a,O} and ur = {a,l} belong to 59 and V?m-1/2, respectively, 
and there is an exact sequence 0 + Fm+i -+ .F’l - %F @ %?m-1:2 -+ 0. In 
the diagram 
0 ___ grn -+ $7n-1 -+ $$m-1 @ g-312 -+ 0 
tD tD tD# 
0 -+ yvi+1 __, p' -4-m @y-1- 0 
the map D#, induced by D, is given by (1 .lO). 
2. THE TEST COMPLEX 
(1.11) 
Recall from [4] that the complex Ei-i + Ei -+ Es-b1 is subelliptic of degree 
2 at the cotangent vector 5 = (0, 0, 0, 7”) ‘f i an only if the following holds: d 
Condition (*). Whenever a section u of Ei has u EL, and Du EL, in a neigh- 
borhood of 5, then u = Dv + h for some ZI and h which are in HII in a neigh- 
borhood of 5. 
In this section we consider the related condition: 
Condition (**). Whenever u E FCo(Ei) and Du E FCs(Ei+r), then u = & + h 
for some v E Fi’2(Ei-1) and some h E Fi’2(Ei). 
Under suitable conditions about constancy of rank we shall subsequently 
show (Propositions 2.2 and 3.1) that (*) implies (**). 
Now let 
u - 1 I eit’Th,(x(l T !)‘i2) U,(T) d-r 
belong to FCs; if a N a0 + a1 + ..., then by (1.10) 
Du - c s eit’7h,(x( 1 7 1)‘j2) C,(T) d7, 
where c~c’J+t~+ ..., co =N”ao, and 8 = &zO + Noal. Thus DU E .T” 
if and only if 
NW = 0, 
sue + NW = 0. 
Now if v E F/a has Dv - u E F12, then from 
v - 1 s eit”h,(x(( 7 I)‘/‘) b,(7) d+r 
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we obtain b” E ‘?P and b1 E 5YCl with 
Nob0 = 0, 
Sb” + Nob1 = a”. 
Thus we have: 
PROPOSITION 2. ! . If (**) holds, then whenever a0 E gCo has Noao = 0 and 
SaO E im A-O, then a0 = Sb” (mod im No) for some b” E $7:“. 
In order to make a more homological restatement of this proposition we use 
the fact that the principle symbol of D2 is 0. It follows that NO(x, t, T) x 
1\70(x, t, 7) = 0 for all (x, t, T), and hence NO(x, t, T) Ns(x, t, T) induces the 
0 map on the spaces %im(Ei) of germs at 5 = (0, 0, 0, 7”); that is, 
is a complex. We write %r(ZP) for the homology of (2.1). 
Again, since D squares to 0, the same is true of the map D# in (1.11). In view 
of (I . IO) this means that 
N”Noao z 0, 
SN”aO + NO(SaO + N1al) = 0 
for all a0 E V” and a1 E V-l/*. It follows that SNoao + NO Sa0 = 0 for all as, 
and hence S induces a map on the sheaves Z(E); we thus have a sequence of 
mappings: 
0 ---j Hc(EO) - l~i-1’2~ &-J(Jp) lTl-l’*at 3E”;(E2) l . . . . (2.2) 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Assume that the symbols NO(0, 0, T) have constant rank 
for 7 near TO. Then (2.2) is a complex and (**) holds zf and only if the complex 
(2.2) is exact at XC(Ei). 
Proof. We write S = So + M, where 
S,a = 1 X A &a, 
so that 
Ma = -1/-l 1 Xj A &F (S, - &,)a/(2 7 ~), 
k 
s” = (So + M)2 = S,2 + (S,M + M 6,) + M2. (2.3) 
It is easy to compute that Se2 is 0; we shall show that M2 and (S,M + M 6,) 
also induce the 0 map on tiC(Ei). 
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To treat M2 we make a Taylor expansion of NO(x, 0, T) in the variable r; viz., 
N”(x, 0, T) == NO(O, 0, T) + R,(x, T) + R,(x, T) + ..‘, 
where R,(x, T) and R,(x, T) are the linear and quadratic terms in X. We substitute 
this expansion into the equation N”(x, 0, T) X0(x, 0, T) = 0 and collect the 
quadratic terms; this yields 
NO(O, 0, 7) R&r, T) + R,(x, T) NO(O, 0, 7) + R&G 7)” = 0. (2.4) 
Note that Rl(x, D,): F-” -+ 9-m-r induces the map M: ‘GP -+ W-1 in the sense 
of (1.11); from (2.4) we thus infer that 
NOR,+ + R2*No $- M2 = 0, 
and it follows that M2 = 0 on Z<(F). 
To treat the remaining term in (2.3) we look at the terms of order 1 in the 
symbol of D2 and set x = [ = 0. This gives 
0 = NO(O, 0, T) W(0, 0, T) + Nl(O, 0, T) NO(O, 0, T) 
-d--1 c F (0, 0, T) $) (0, 0, T)
73 I 
c (0, 0, 7). 
3 
An easy computation shows that the last term is / 7 ](S,M + M So), and thus 
it will follow that S,M + M 6, is the 0 map on the ZC(Ei)‘s once the same is 
known for each of the maps (aN”/a~j)(aN”/atj). In fact by differentiation of 
the equation NO(O, t, T) NO(O, t, T) = 0 one checks that both aN”/arj and 
aNs/atj induce maps on the &C(Ei)‘s. Since NO(O, 0, T) has constant rank for 
7 near 70, there exist matrix functions P(T) and Q(T) such that P(T”) = 1, 
Q(T”) = I, and P(T) NO(O, 0, 7) Q( ) 7 IS constant. Differentiating with respect 
to 7j and evaluating at To, we obtain 
0 = NO(O, 0, To) ++ (To> + 2 (T”) No@, 0, To) + F (0, 0, 7”) 
and it follows that (aN”/aTj)(O, 0, TO) maps ker NO(O, 0, To) into im NO(O, 0, To) 
Since this last argument can be repeated with ~0 replaced by any nearby value, 
it follows that aN”/aTj , and hence S,M + M 6, , is the 0 map on the Z$(Ei)‘s. 
We have now proved that (2.2) is a complex. The rest of Proposition 2.2 
now follows from Proposition 2.1. 
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Note that ZC(Ei) is defined as a space of germs at 5 = (0, 0, 0, TO) and that 
in Proposition 2.2 we consider exactness on this level. If the rank of NO(O, 0, T) 
is constant as C- varies near ~0 (and this is true for generic TO), then each A$(Ei) 
may be considered as the space of germs at TO of sections of the vector bundle 
whose fiber over To is the vector space d(HCi) of rapidly decreasing sequences 
with values in 
H,i=Hf” =(aEE’ oz i NO(O, 0, T”)a = O}/(NO(O, 0, TO)b j b E Ei-l}. 
We now wish to find conditions under which the exactness of 
is equivalent to the exactness of the complex 
“(Hi-l) ---% ci(Hi) L+ ,(Hi+l) 
of vector bundles. Our first step toward this end is the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Assume that NO(x, 0, T) has constant rank for (x, T) in 
some neighborhood of (0, TO). Then 6 and 6, = C Xj A ai induce the same map on 
the &‘(F)‘s, and (**) holds if and only if 
zc(Ei-l) 'T'-*'2so , q(p) 'T'-"260 , &f#p+l) (2.6) 
is exact. 
Proof. Fix 7 near 7 O. Because of the condition on ranks, there exist non- 
singular matrix-valued functions A(x) and B(x) such that A(0) = I, B(x) = I, 
and A(x) NO(x, 0, T) B(x) is independent of x. Equating the linear terms to 0, 
we obtain 
M + A,N” + NOB, = 0, 
for some matrices A, and B, . Thus M = 6 - 6, induces the zero map on 
d(Hri). Thus (2.5) reduces to (2.6). 
Let anz(Hi) denote the sequences {a,} E d(Hi) with a, = 0 unless 1 o( 1 = m; 
consider d,(Hi) with the & inner product (a, b) = C a,& . In order to continue 
to simplify (**) we shall assume that there is a neighborhood r of To such that 
all of the mappings 
~,+#-l) & clm(H:) 6, CJ,-~(H;+‘), (2.7) 
where m 3 0, have constant rank for 7 in l7 There is a universal constant CL, 
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depending only on the dimensions of the Ei’s, such that if (2.7) has constant 
rank for m < p, then the same is true for all m (cf. Section I.7 in [lo]). Hence 
this assumption is generic on the characteristic variety. Note that the assumption 
in Proposition 2.3 is not generic in 7. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Assume that NO(x, 0, r) has constant rank for (x, T) ma7 
(0, TO) and that the maps (2.7) all have constant rank on some neighborhood P of 
9. Then the exactness of (2.6) implies the exactness of 
when 7 = TO. Conversely, if (2.8), is exact for all r in a neighborhood of TO, then 
(2.6) is exact. 
Proof. To prove that the exactness of (2.8), 0 is necessary for the exactness 
of (2.6), it suffices to show that for each a E a(Hoi) n ker So there exists a section 
u of a(W) with ~(9) = a and S,U = 0 on a neighborhood of TO. Let v be any 
section with v(9) = a. For each m define vm to be the terms of PI lying in d,, . 
If u”(7) is the orghogonal projection of v”(7) on the kernel of So , then urn is 
a smooth section of dm(Hi) and 1 urn j < j vm /. Thus u = C urn is a section of 
d(W) with the required properties. 
To prove that the exactness of (2.8), , 7 E r, is sufficient we must show that if 
U(T) E g(H$) is such that Sow(~) is smooth in 7, then Soti = 6,v(T) for some 
smooth section v of d(W). To do this we may take vm to be the projection of 
urn on (ker S,)l. 
3. A NECESSARY CONDITION FOR SUBELLIPTICITY 
The main result of this section is the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Assume that N”(x, 0, r) has constant rank for (x, T) in 
some neighborhood of (0, To) and that the mappings in (2.7) all have constant rank 
as 7 varies in some neighborhood of TO. Let 0 < 7 < 4 and assume that the complex 
(0.3) is r-&elliptic at the position Ei and at the cotangent vector [ = (0, 0, 0, TO). 
Then for each m 3 0 the sequence 
(3.1) 
is exact. 
It is known (cf. Section I.7 in [IO]) that there is a number p, depending only 
on the dimensions of the Ei’s, such that (3.1) is exact for all m once it is exact for 
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all m < p. Also note that, in view of Proposition 2.4, to require the exactness 
of each (3.1) is somewhat weaker than to require (**). We suspect that the two 
conditions are equivalent. 
Our proof of Proposition 3.1 will use the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Under the hypotheses of the proposition if a germ U”(T) E d,(Ei) 
satis$es NO(O, 0, T) a0(7) = 0 and &O(T) E im NO(O, 0, T), then there exist germs 
bo(~) E (ker No) n gm+l(Ei-l) and b1 E o,(Ei-l) @ o,+~(.ZF) such that co = a0 + 
Sb0 + Nob1 satisjies 
-v’*(o, 0, T) Co(T) = 0, 
S*c”(7) 6 im NO*(O, 0, T). 
Proof. Our assumption about the rank of NO(x, 0, T) implies that 
M = 6 - So maps ker N* into im No so that M* maps ker NO* into im No*. 
Both the hypotheses and the conclusions of the lemma are thus independent of 
M, and we may assume that M = 0. 
n’ow fix an integer m and consider the mapping 
((ker No) n ~~,,+&?3--l)) @ slJEi-l) - cr,(.@) 
60 + b1 w 6b” + Nabr. 
Since the mappings (2.6) h ave constant rank near To, this mapping also has 
constant rank; and by projecting onto its range, any germ aa with values in 
dm(Ei) can be written as 
where 0 = (co, Sz” + N”zl) for all z0 E ker NO and all 9. This means that 
0 = (s*co, 2”) + <No*cO, 9) 
so that VO*cO = 0 and S*cO c (ker N O L = im NO*. The proof is complete. )
Proof of proposition 3.1. Let u0 E +JHoi) satisfy Soa0 = 0. Because of the 
assumptions about rank we can extend a0 to a germ a0 E VO(EF), taking values 
in J,,,(H$ with 6,a0(T) = 0 for each 7. In view of the definition of Hi we may 
consider a0 as a germ a0 E @‘(Ei), taking values in jm(Ei) such that Noao = 0 
and S,aO E im NO. Since Soa0 lies in im No if and only if SaO does, the lemma 
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provides us with germs co E %?O(Ei), 6O E V/2(Ei-1), and b1 E V(J?P-~) such that 
co = a0 + Sb0 + NW, 
No*co = 0, 
S*c” E im No*. 
(3.2) 
We now choose cl’ and cl” with 
SC0 + NV’ = 0 S*c” + NO*cl” = 0. 
We may assume that cl’ E (ker No)- = im No* C ker No* and that cl” E ker No. 
With c1 = cl’ + cl” we now have 
Thus if 
NOCO = 0 > jp*co = 0 9 
SP + No6 = 0, s*co + No*2 = 0. 
14(.x, t) = C J eit+zm(x(l 7 i)1/2)(cNo(~) + ca1(7)) d7, 
we have, for any E > 0, that u E He,, Du E H_, , and D*u E HP,. It now follows 
from the assumed subellipticity (cf. [4) that u E H,-, , and if E < Y this means 
that co = 0. It now follows from the second equation in (3.2) that u” = Go = 
Sobs (mod im NO) and hence (3.1) is exact. 
4. SOME EXAMPLES 
In this section we compute the homology of the sequence 
0 - ti,(HO) A LJ&H~) 2 d,p2(H2) -+ ... (4.1) 
under additional assumptions. Recall that Ei = Ai @‘J @ CL and that 
NO(x, t, 7) u = x Xj A NF(x, t, T) U, where (xl, X2 ,..., Xc> is the standard 
basis of 0. In this section we shall assume that each of the L x L matrices 
N,O(O, 0, T) vanishes except for its last column, which we denote by Vj , and 
that V, ,..., V, are linearly independent while V,,, = ... = V, = 0. 
With Et’ = Ai @‘J @ (CL-l x (0)) and Ei” = Ai C” @ ({0} x C) we have 
Ei = Et’ @ Ei”, and we write a = a’ + a” to denote the corresponding decom- 
position of a E Ei. Since Noa = C Xj A Njou = C Xi A V+z”, we see that 
a E ker No if and only if Xf A a” = 0 for 1 < j < I, and hence 
ker A70 = Ei’ @ X1 A . A XI ,y Ei-1”. 
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With I/ = z Xi @ Vj we compute that 
im NO = I’ A Ei-l” @ 0, 
and it follows that Hi decomposes into a direct sum Hi = Hi’ @ Hi”, where 
Hi' = Ei'lI/ ,, Ei-l”, 
Hi” = Xl A . A XI A Ei-I” 
Accordingly, the sequence (4.1) splits into the direct sum of two sequences, 
whose homology we now compute. 
LEMMA. The sequence 
0 M----f Jm(f$@n) “t+ :‘m-l(ffl”) “0, . . . 
is exact at the position HI”, where the homology consists of all X1 A 
in EI” with &+,a” = ... == 6,a” = 0. 
Proof. If Ai = Ai(span{XI+, ,..., X,}), then the maps 
Ai + @+I” , 
U-Xl/l ... A XI A u 
(4.2) 
.. A XIa” 
(4.3) 
are isomorphisms of Ai onto Hi+‘“, and we have the commutative diagram 
0 0 0 
t t t 
++,(Hi-l”) -f!-+ +(Hi”) d+ +-,(ffi+l”) 
~~+~(Ai-'-l) -+6> +@-I) 22 +I(Ai-I+l) 
t t t 
0 0 0 
where 6’ = xy+, Xj A 6, . The bottom row is formally the same as exterior 
differentiation in the variables XI+l,.. ., X* acting on polynomials in Xl,..., Xn. 
Repeating a standard proof of the PoincarC lemma (cf. Proposition 6.1 in [lo]), 
we find that the homology is as stated. 
LEMMA. The sequence 
0 -----f j,,(H”‘) -% g,&Hl’) d+ i’,&H2’) --+ ... (4.4) 
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is exact except at the positions Ho’ and HI-l’. The homology at HI-l’ is isomorphic 
to {xl h ... A X’a” E d,-l-l(Ei”) 1 61+,a” _- ... = &a” = 01. 
Proof. For i 3 1 consider the following diagram: 
0 0 0 
1 1 1 o,(Ai-I-l) “r, “t-1(Ai-‘) 2% dk&4-‘+1) * 
1 1 1 +(Ei-1”) -6 c+-,(F) -6 ) “7c-z(Ei+l”) -=+ 
1 VA 1 VA 
gk+l(~i--l’) LL, +c(E’) -c+ ~~~_~(Ei+*‘) s4 
1 1 1 
dr;l(Hi-l') 64 j#fi') -2~ +-#P+l') 
1 1 1 
0 0 0 
where Ai is as in the proof of the previous lemma and the map AZ + Ei+‘” 
is given by (4.3). The columns of this diagram are exact, and so are the two 
middle rows. The snake lemma now yields an isomorphism of the homology of 
the bottom row at +(Hi’) with the homology of the top row at 4k_z(Ai-r+r). Thus 
the homology of (4.4) is as stated. 
From the two lemmas we now obtain: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Assume that the matrices Njo(O, 0, T) are 0 except in the 
last column and that they span an I-dimensional subspace in the space of L x L 
matrices. Then 
J,,(Hi-l) A--., a&Hi) >+ +-&(Hi+l) 
fails to be exact for i = 0, I - 1, and I, but is exact for all other values of i. 
In view of Proposition 3.1 this gives us examples of complexes which are not 
subelliptic at certain positions. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. For (x, t, T) in some neighborhood of (0, 0, TO) assume that 
the matrices Nj@(x, t, r) vanish except in the last column and that they span an 
I-dimensional subspace in the space of L x L matrices. Assume also that each 
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of the operators Nj(x, t, DJ is upper triangular. Then for each 0 < r < 4 the 
complex 
Ei-1 + Ei + Ei+l 
, (4.5) 
defined by (0.1) and (0.2) fails to be subelliptic of order r at the cotangent vector 
(0, 0, TO) when i is I - 1 or I. On the other hand, the complex is subelliptic of 
order-:-at(O,O,~O)whenO<i<I-1. 
Proof. All but the last statement follows from Propositions 3.1 and 4.1. 
To prove the last statement we shall use the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Make the hypotheses of the proposition, let 0 < i < I - 1, and let 
H,,, denote the class {U EL, 1 AU g L, for all A E OpSJ} of Boutet and Treves. 
Let u be a section of F such that u EL, at 5 = (0, 0, TO) and Du E H,,, at 5. Then 
uhere v and h are in H,,, at 5. 
We first show how the lemma implies the proposition. By the theorem of 
[4] in order to establish the $-subellipticity of (4.5) we must show that if u is 
an L, section of Ei and if Du EL, , then u = Dv + h, where v and A are in 
H,,, at 5. Since D(Du) = 0, by the lemma we obtain Du = Dh + h’, where h 
and h’ are in H,,, C Hllp at 5. We may now apply the lemma to u - h to get 
u - h = Dv + h”, where v and h” are in H,,, C H,,, at 4. Thus the proposition 
follows. 
Proof of lemma. We write u = IL’ + un according to the decomposition 
Ei = Ei’ @ Ei” described above. Note that D - ,VO(x, t, D,) is an operator 
in the class OpSJ of Boutet and Treves, and since Du EL, at 5, we can conclude 
that NO(x, t, DJ u EL, + (Op,F)(L,) C H-,,-, at 5. Since 0 < i < I - 1, 
u” is the projection of u on (ker NO)l, and we may infer that u” is the projection 
of u on (ker NO)l, and we may infer that u” E Ho,-l at 5. 
We now use the assumption about triangularity to form the commutative 
diagram: 
Ei-1 D! Ei' 4> Eitl' 
The bottom row was treated by Boutet de Monvel in [3], and it is known that 
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except at the position E”” the Laplacian d = So S$ + Si So has a parametrix 
8-l. Also d-l commutes with 6, since d does, and hence 
g zzz SOS,* &‘u” + s,*s,pu” 
= S,(S,* A-lu”) + (S,* A-‘) S,u” 
= Sod + h”, 
where ZY E (0$-r*-t)(L,) C Hl C HIsI and h” E (OpS-1*-l)(&) C Ha,, C HI,, at 5. 
Now consider G = u - Dv” - h”. We have 22 = u’ + u” - S,v” - h” - 
NV” - Mvn _ u’ - NV” - Mv”; since Nj(x, t, T) is upper triangular and 
nilpotent, N and M map into E’, and it follows that E is a section of E’. Also, 
since Dv” E (OpS1)(H,) CL, and Dh” E (O#P)(H,,,) CL, at 5, it follows that 
& and Dii are in L, at 5. Since D’ and So differ by an upper triangular operator 
of order 0, the results of [3] now provide ZI’ E H,,, and h’ E HI,, with 
zi = D’v’ + h’; 
that is, u - DrY - h” = Dv’ $- h’ and hence u = D(v’ + v”) + (h’ + h”). 
The proof is now complete. 
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